
 
 
INSTRUCTION FOR APPLICATION 

 
Botanic 

Substrate and preparatory work 
The walls must be dry and smooth, firm and free of dust and grease.  Remove old 
wallpaper, water soluble and loose paint layers and also ballpoint and crayon marks.  
Oil based paint should be sandpapered and cleaned with ammonia.  Pre-paste absorbent 
walls. 

Control of delivery 
Do all rolls have the same production number ? Use the wall covering in the sequence of 
production number. 
Never use wall coverings from different production runs on one wall.  Cut and apply only 3 
lengths, if the results are to your satisfaction, continue. 
Attention: Defects in the material can be noticed after hanging 3 lengths.  Should this 
happen we advise you to notify your supplier immediately.  We cannot accept any claims 
after more than three lengths have been applied. 

Preparation 
The wall height plus 4 cm (2") is your length.  Mark the back of each length with a 
sequence number using a black graphite pencil.  Make a plumb line from the corner for 
the first length. 

Adhesive 
Henkel Perfax textile adhesive or equivalent. 
 
Hanging 
Apply the textile adhesive to the wall using a lambskin roller.  For every drop paste a 
section of the wall approximately 10 cm (4") wider than material.  In that way you do not 
need to touch the earlier length with your lambskin roller. 
Hang the first length against the perpendicular.  Press home using a soft brush (don’t 
use a spatula) and work from the middle upwards and downwards to eliminate all air.  
Avoid scratching or rubbing the 3D printed surface.  Cut off selvedge at ceiling and 
skirting using a spatula and Stanley knife.  The next lengths can be butt jointed or 
overlapped and cut through, the latter method should give you perfect joints. 
Bring the material round external corners and cut through internal corners, when these 
corners are not straight. 
 
Repeat :  
Design Seta: no repeat, lengths should not be inversed.  
Design Ornata: 69 cm repeat, lengths should not be inversed. 
Design Nere: no repeat, lengths should not be inversed. 
 

Maintenance 
Can be wiped or sponged clean. 


